Multi-user multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) using a large number of spatially distributed antennas (DAs) is a promising technique to achieve high link capacity uniformly over a macro-cell area. To reduce the computational complexity of MU-MIMO processing, the UE clustering can be used. However, this produces the inter-cluster interference (ICI) and degrades the link capacity of a user equipment (UE) especially near the cluster boundary. In this paper, to solve the ICI problem, we propose a dynamic UE clustering in which UEs in a macro-cell area are grouped into non-overlapped UE cluster-sets and they are activated in a time-division manner. We evaluate, by computer simulation, the UE link capacity of OFDM downlink achievable by the use of the proposed dynamic UE clustering.
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Introduction
In the 5th generation (5G) networks, broader-band data services and higher link capacity than in 4G networks are demanded [1] . However, with limited bandwidth and transmit power, the presence of path loss, shadowing loss, and frequency-selective fading makes it quite difficult to achieve high link capacity uniformly over the macro-cell area. As a promising solution, the authors have been studying a MU-MIMO using a large number of spatially distributed DAs over a macro-cell area. However, MU-MIMO using a large number of antennas requires prohibitively high computational complexity [3] . Static UE clustering, in which UEs in a macro-cell area is divided into a number of fixed clusters, can significantly reduce the computational complexity by performing MU-MIMO processing in each cluster independently [4] . However, using the same radio resource in every cluster produces the ICI and reduces the achievable link capacity of a UE near the cluster boundary. In our previous study, we proposed cluster pattern switching which changes periodically the cluster boundary so as to avoid UEs from always falling into the cluster-edge [4] . In this paper, we propose a new dynamic UE clustering, in which spatially non-overlapped UE cluster-sets are constructed in a macro-cell area and they are activated in a time division manner. We evaluate, by computer simulation, the UE link capacities of OFDM downlink achievable with the static UE clustering, the UE cluster switching, and our proposed dynamic UE clustering. Fig. 1 shows three UE clustering methods assuming a rectangular macro-cell area consisting of uniformly distributed N macro =56 DAs. Each DA covers the small area with radius of R, and all DAs are connected to a macro-cell base station (MBS). The computational complexity of MU-MIMO using all of N macro DAs in a macro-cell area is prohibitively high. Static UE clustering can reduce the computational complexity by performing MU-MIMO multiplexing in each UE cluster independently. However, this produces the ICI from neighbor clusters and degrades the link capacity of cluster-edge UEs. In this paper, cluster-edge is defined as an area of 1/8 cluster area near both sides of each UE cluster of the static UE clustering. To solve the ICI problem, we propose the dynamic UE clustering and compare with the static UE clustering and cluster pattern switching.
Three UE clustering methods

Static UE clustering
M UE clusters are constructed in a macro-cell area as in Fig.1 (a) , where M=7. MBS performs MU-MIMO multiplexing in each cluster independently, and therefore the computational complexity can be significantly reduced. Leting Y m denote a set of UEs in the mth UE cluster, the number of UEs in a macro-cell area is given by 2.3 Dynamic UE clustering P UE cluster-sets, each having M spatially non-overlapped UE clusters, are constructed in a macro-cell area as in Fig.1 (c) , where M=7 and P=2. Each UE cluster-set is activated in a time division manner. The pth UE cluster-set is activated at slot time t as p = t mod P, similar to the cluster pattern switching. Differently from the cluster pattern switching, the dynamic UE clustering improves the link capacity of cluster-edge UEs (associated with the static UE clustering) by increasing the co-channel distance using the same radio resource at the same time. (c) Dynamic UE clustering (P=2) Fig.1 .
Three UE clustering methods 3 Monte-Carlo computer simulation
Simulation setting
The UE link capacity is evaluated assuming the rectangular macro-cell. U macro =56 UEs, each equipped N ue =2 antennas, are randomly located in the macro-cell area. M=7 clusters for the static UE clustering and M=7 and P=2 for both the cluster pattern switching and the dynamic UE clustering are considered as in Fig. 1 
where E s is symbol energy and N 0 is the single-sided power spectrum density of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), 
of size N strm ×N strm represents the water filling based power allocation [6] across eigenmodes and subcarriers. The MMSE transmit filter and the eigenmode receive filter are used for suppressing both the inter-antenna interference and the inter-user interference and for suppressing the inter-antenna interference, respectively.
The wireless channel is characterized by distance-dependent path loss, log-normally distributed shadowing loss, and multipath fading. In this paper, the path loss exponent α=3.5 and the shadowing loss standard deviation (2) where L denotes the number of resolvable paths, 
where strm ( ; ; ) u t k n  denotes the instantaneous signal-to-interference plus noise ratio (SINR) after the eigenmode reception at uth UE. Fig. 2 plots the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the UE link capacity of cluster-edge UEs (associated with the static UE clustering) and that of UEs all over macro-cell for N c =1024, the normalized transmit E s /N 0 =30 (dB), and L=16. From Fig. 2 (a) , it can be seen that overall the dynamic UE clustering provides highest link capacity than other two clustering methods. The cluster pattern switching provides only a slightly superior capacity in a very low capacity region, but it provides the link capacity close to that of the static UE clustering in a high capacity region. This is because that cluster pattern switching only averages the link capacity in a strong and a week ICI conditions while the dynamic UE clustering reduced the ICI by increasing the distance between adjacent co-channel clusters using the same radio resource at the same time. The dynamic UE clustering can improve the UE link capacity at 10% (90%) CDF of cluster-edge UEs by about 2.2 (1.1) times compared with the static UE clustering. A similar conclusion can be seen in Fig. 2 (b) . Overall the dynamic UE clustering can provides highest link capacity than other two clustering methods while the cluster pattern switching provides clearly a worse capacity than the static UE clustering in a high capacity region. 
Simulation result
Conclusion
In this paper, we evaluated the effect of our proposed dynamic UE clustering on the UE link capacity by computer simulation. Overall, the dynamic UE clustering provides highest link capacity than other two clustering methods; it improves the UE link capacity at 10% (90%) CDF of cluster-edge UEs (associated with the static UE clustering) by about 2.2 (1.1) times compared with the static UE clustering. In this paper, uniformly distributed UE locations was considered. However, in practical situations, the UE distribution is not uniform. The adaptive clustering considering the UE distribution is left as an interesting future study item.
